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Abstract 

Herein, we present analysis and analytical modeling of Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

(SAXS) data on two surfactants forming micelles (i.e., sodium dodecyl sulfate and dodecyl 

phosphocholine) and used for the study in solution of mTSPO, the translocator membrane 

protein from Mus musculus, as supporting data of the research article published in 

Biochimie [1]. 

For both surfactants, concentration series were measured at two Synchrotron SAXS-

beamlines. After reduction, buffer subtraction and water calibration of the data, SAXS 

curves were normalized to surfactant concentration to highlight possible changes in 

micelle shape or presence of inter-micellar weak interactions. They were then analyzed 

in terms of radius of gyration (RG), absolute forward intensity (I0) to access the surfactant 

aggregation number (Na) and pair-distance distribution function (P(r)), which gives 

information on the shape and dimensions of the micelles. Finally, an analytical modeling 

using SasView - a SAS analysis software package (https://www.sasview.org/) - was 

performed to describe structural features of the two surfactant micelles at a concentration 

at which no change in the micelle shape nor weak interactions are observed. A core-shell 

ellipsoidal model was used to fit the SAXS curves, which provided geometrical parameters 

of the micelles (equatorial and polar radii, shell thickness) and also scattering length 

mailto:francoise.bonnete@ibpc.fr
https://www.sasview.org/
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densities (SLD) of both the hydrophobic core and the hydrophilic shell. Hydration of polar 

heads into the micelle shell could be estimated from micelle volume calculations (Vcore 

and Vshell). These parameters are particularly useful when modeling SAXS curves of 

membrane protein-surfactant complexes as described in Combet et al [1]. 

Specifications table  

Subject Physical Chemistry  

Specific 

subject area 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering analysis and analytical modeling 

Type of data Graph, table, image 

How the data 

were acquired 

Small Angle X-ray Scattering data were collected either at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility ESRF (Grenoble, France) 
on the beamline BM29 or at the French Synchrotron SOLEIL (St 
Aubin, France) on the beamline Swing, both in the framework of BAG 
(Block Allocation Group) beamtimes. 
BM29@ESRF is a highly automated SAXS beamline, using the 
EDNA framework, which allows azimuthal integration, background 
subtraction and analysis of scattering curves. 
Data collected on Swing@SOLEIL are reduced using the program 
Foxtrot. 
SAXS curves are then analyzed using either the ATSAS package 
from EMBL (Hamburg) or BioXTAS Raw software. 

Data format Raw data (.dat), Analyzed data (.csv) 

Description of 

data 

collection 

SDS and DPC stock solutions were prepared in buffer-NaCl 

solutions at room temperature. Concentration series of SDS and 

DPC in buffer solutions were collected at 20°C. Several images 

were collected for each concentration and related buffer. Reduced 

data were averaged when no radiation damage was observed, then 

the buffer signal was subtracted and the data were finally 

normalized with surfactant concentration. 

Data source 

location 

 
IBPC, Paris, France 
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Data 

accessibility 

Raw data and analyzed data linked to graphs are with this article.  
They are also publicly available in the generalized repository 
Mendeley data at https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/fjwcpndk3d 
 
Repository name: Bonneté, Francoise; Pozza, Alexandre (2022), 
“SDS and DPC SAXS data”, Data identification number: DOI: 
10.17632/fjwcpndk3d.1 

Related 

research 

article 

S. Combet, F. Bonneté, S. Finet, A. Pozza, C. Saade, A. Martel, A. 

Koutsioubas, and J-J. Lacapère, “Effect of amphiphilic environment 

on the solution structure of mouse TSPO translocator protein”, 

Biochimie (2022),10.1016/j.biochi.2022.11.014. 

 

Value of the data 

• SAXS is a powerful tool to describe surfactant micelle structure and interactions 

• The concentration-dependent SAXS data can reveal shape evolution in micelle 

formation and inter-micellar effects. This kind of information can be useful for 

researchers to explain surfactant solution properties and its effect on membrane 

proteins. 

• The present SAXS data can be useful for researchers who conduct computational 

modeling. 

Objective 

The data shown in the present article are related to our recent study of mTSPO, a 

mammalian translocator membrane protein, whose solution structure was compared in 

two surfactant environments, SDS and DPC [1]. The molecular modeling of the mTSPO-

surfactant complex in the two surfactants has been performed by scattering techniques 

(light, X-ray and neutron scattering). This required a thorough description of the surfactant 

micelle properties (scattering length densities of polar head and hydrophobic tail) and 

micelle structural parameters (hydrophobic core dimensions, polar shell thickness) from 

SAXS curve modeling, all parameters useful to perform modeling of  the surfactant belt 

around mTSPO using the program MemProt [2]. 
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Data description 

SAXS experiments were  conducted for two surfactants, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

and dodecyl phosphocholine (DPC), as a function of surfactant concentration above their 

respective CMC (critical micelle concentration), in the same buffer conditions as those 

used to study the membrane protein-surfactant complexes, mTSPO-SDS and mTSPO-

DPC, described in [1]. Characteristic parameters of the two surfactants are presented in 

Table 1. The SAXS data were collected at two synchrotron beamlines, BM29 at ESRF 

(Grenoble, France) and Swing at SOLEIL (St Aubin, France). 1D-reduced, buffer-

subtracted and water-calibrated SAXS data were normalized for surfactant concentration 

in g.cm-3 and I(q)/c was plotted as a function of the scattering vector q = 4sin/ in Å-1 

(Figure 1). For both surfactants, two regimes of concentration dependence can be 

observed on the scattering curves. At low concentrations, below 6.25 g.L-1 for SDS and 5 

g.L-1 for DPC, a change in the micelle form factor (i.e., micelle shape) is observed (Figure 

1A and 1C), whereas at high concentrations, above 6.25 g.L-1 for SDS and 5 g.L-1 for 

DPC, a concentration-dependent structure factor (i.e., inter-micelar interactions) appears 

(Figure 1B and 1D). Using the Guinier approximation (Eq. 1) in a q-range such that q.RG 

< 1.3, we obtain for each concentration both the surfactant aggregation number (Na) from 

the absolute forward intensity (I0) and the radius of gyration (RG) for SDS and DPC 

micelles (Figure 2). Indirect Fourier Transform (IFT) using the program GNOM and 

analytical modeling using the software SasView were performed on the SAXS curve that 

presented for each surfactant a stable form factor and no structure factor, i.e., 6.25 g.L-1 

for SDS and 5 g.L-1 for DPC. The pair-distance distribution function (P(r)) (Figure 3) and 

the analytical core-shell model (Figure 4) provide us with characteristic distances of SDS 

and DPC micelles (i.e., core radius (Rc), maximum dimension (Dmax), equatorial (Req) and 

polar radius (Rpo), shell thickness (Tsh)). The fitting parameters obtained from the SasView 

modeling are listed in the Table 2. Data shown in Figs.1–4 are available in numerical 

tabular forms (.csv files) in Mendeley repository data. The corresponding subtracted 

SAXS data in absolute scale (cm-1) are also available as .dat files in (q, I(q), error) format. 

Figure 1. Concentration-normalized SAXS intensities for the two surfactants are 

separated between low and high concentrations. (A) SDS micelles below 5 g.L-1 and (B) 

above 5 g.L-1, (C) DPC micelles below 6.25 g.L-1 and (D) above 6.25 g.L-1. Concentrations 

are specified in the figure insert. 
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Figure 2: (A) Aggregation number (Na); (B) radius of gyration (RG) obtained for SDS (blue 

dots) and DPC (red dots) micelles as a function of the surfactant concentration. 
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Figure 3: Pair-distance distribution function (P(r)) obtained for SDS (blue line)  and DPC 

(red line) micelles at 6.25 and 5 g.L-1, respectively. The solid arrows indicate an estimation 

of the micelle core radius (Rc) and the maximum dimension of micelles (Dmax). 
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Figure 4: (A) The ellipsoid core-shell analytical model used in the SasView software; (B) 

Model computation obtained for SDS micelle at 6.25 g.L-1 (blue dots) and DPC micelle at 

5 g.L-1 (red dots); (C) Corresponding residuals. 
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Table 1: Surfactant characteristics 

                                                                        Surfactant  
 Parameters 

SDS DPC 

Chemical formula 
Formula molecular weight (g.mol-1) Msurf 
Number of electrons in the head 
Number of electrons in the tail 
 
CMC (g.L-1) in 10 mM NaPhosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7 
CMC (g.L-1) in 50 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7 
 
Vp (cm3.g-1) 
Vdet (Å3) from Vp 
Vtail (Å3)* 
Vanhydrous head (Å3) calculated 
VH2O (Å3) 

C12H25SO4Na 
288.4 
59 
97 
 
0.21 
- 
 
0.815† 

390 
350.2 
39.8 
30 

C17H38NO4P 
351.5 
97 
97 
 
- 
0.31 
 
0.937‡  

547 
350.2 
196.8 

30 
† [3] ; ‡ [4] ; * Vtail= 27.4 + 26.9NC, with NC length of hydrocarbon tail [5]. 

CMC (critical micelle concentration) were measured by fluorescence using ANS as a probe, as described 

in [6] 

 

 

Table 2. SasView fitting parameters obtained from SDS and DPC micelle SAXS data. 

Parameters        SDS 6.25 mg/mL        DPC 5 mg/mL 

Fit optimizer 
Model 
q-range (min, max) (Å-1) 
Chi2/Npts 
scale 
background (cm-1) 
radius of equatorial core, Req (Å) 
x_core, Xc 

radius of polar core, Rpo = Xc.Req (Å) 

shell thickness, Tsh (Å) 
x_polar_shell, Xps (fixed) 
SLD_core (10-6/Å2) 
SLD_shell (10-6/Å2) 
SLD_solvent (10-6/Å2) (fixed) 

volume of the core (Å3) 
volume of the shell (Å3) 
Na_mod from model 
Na from I(0) 
NH2O per head 

DREAM  
Core-shell ellipsoid 
0.0084, 0.255 
0.97 
0.00512 
0.00040 ± 4.4 10-5 
17.82 ± 0.019 
1.75 ± 0.11 
31.185 ± 1.99 
4.85 ± 0.17 
1 
7.34 ± 0.12 
13.28 ± 0.16 
9.4  
41,481 
77,574 
118 
90 
9 

DREAM  
Core-shell ellipsoid 
0.0141, 0.278 
1.09 
0.0047 
2.42 10-7 ± 8.2 10-7 
14.61 ± 0.12 
1.52 ± 0.014 
22.207 ± 0.38 
6.83 ± 0.22 
1 
7.54 ± 0.027 
10.91 ± 0.054 
9.4 
19,855 
55,910 
56 
36 
14 
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Experimental design, materials and methods 

 

Materials 

All salt and buffer reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Anatrace: sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (CAS number 151-21-3) and 

dodecyl phosphocholine (DPC) from Anatrace (CAS number 29557-51-5).  

 

Sample preparation 

A SDS stock solution was prepared at 50 g.L-1 in 10 mM Phosphate buffer, pH 7, 150 mM 

NaCl and a DPC stock solution at 40 g.L-1 in 50 mM Hepes buffer, pH 7, 150 mM NaCl. 

Concentration series were prepared by two-fold successive dilution from 50 to 0.4 g.L-1 

for SDS and from 40 to 0.3 g.L-1 for DPC. All salt and buffer solutions were prepared with 

Milli-Q water at room temperature. 

 

SAXS measurements 

These SAXS experiments were performed in the framework of Block Allocation Groups 

(BAGs), which facilitate access to beamtime on synchrotron beamlines. 

Thus, SAXS experiments on SDS micelles were performed in batch mode (automatically 

pipetted from Eppendorf PCR tube strips) on the BioSAXS beamline BM29 (ESRF, 

Grenoble, France) [7]. With a wavelength of  = 0.9919 Å and a sample-to-detector 

distance of 2.849 m, the achievable q-range was 0.00375 to 0.4946 Å-1. Ten 2D-images 

of 0.5 s exposure each were collected for each SDS concentration and corresponding 

buffer. A pipeline driven by EDNA [8] provides automatic data processing (i.e. raw data, 

averaged data and buffer-subtracted data). The subtracted data were put in absolute 

scale (cm-1) after incident beam calibration using water as standard [9].  

SAXS experiments on DPC micelles were performed in batch mode (automatically 

pipetted from 250µL Agilent vials) on the BioSAXS beamline SWING at the French 

synchrotron facility (SOLEIL, St-Aubin, France) [10], using a wavelength of  = 1.03 Å and 

a sample-to-detector distance of 2 m. The achievable q-range was 0.0045 to 0.546 Å-1. 

40 images of 990 ms each were collected for each DPC concentration and corresponding 

buffer. The 2D-SAXS patterns were normalized with respect to the transmitted intensity 

and azimuthally averaged using the Foxtrot program (Java-based graphical application 
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developed at SOLEIL and available at http://www.synchrotron-

soleil.fr/Recherche/LignesLumiere/SWING) [11]. For each concentration, 1D-raw data 

were averaged when no radiation damage was observed and buffer-subtracted. 

All sample tubes or vials were stored in the sample changer and automatically collected 

at 20°C. 

 

SAXS analysis 

At the CMC of both surfactants, no significant scattering signal was measured. Absolute 

intensity curves were therefore normalized to surfactant concentration and analyzed by 

using BioXTAS RAW v2.0.3, an open-source software [12]. Structural parameters were 

obtained from Guinier analysis [13]. Radius of gyration (RG) of surfactant micelles was 

determined from the slope of the linear Guinier approximation (Eq.1), at very small angles, 

assuming that q.RG < 1.3. 

Ln [I(q)/c] = Ln [I(0)/c] - [q2RG
2

/3]                Eq.1 

Molar masses (𝑀Mic) and aggregation numbers (Na) of surfactant micelles were 

calculated from the absolute forward intensity I(0). 

𝐼(0)(𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑚−1)  =  𝑐Mic𝑀Mic[𝑟0. 𝑉p. (𝜌surf −  𝜌0)]2/ℵ𝑎𝑣  Eq.2 

Na = MMic /Msurf                                                                           Eq.3 

with av the Avogadro’s number, r0 the classical electron radius (r0 = 0.28179E-12 cm.e-1), 

𝑉p the surfactant partial specific volume (cm3.g-1), cMic the surfactant concentration in 

micelle form  csurf the total surfactant concentration (g.cm-3), MMic the surfactant micelle 

molar mass (g.Mol-1), Msurf the surfactant monomer molar mass (g.Mol-1), surf and 0 the 

electron densities of the surfactant and buffer (e.cm-3), respectively. 

The pair-distance distribution function (P(r)) was determined by Inverse Fourier 

Transformation (IFT) of the scattering intensity using the program GNOM [14] from the 

ATSAS package (https://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/gnom.html) [15]. The maximum 

particle dimensions Dmax was found when P(r) falls to zero (Dmax ~75 Å for SDS and ~57 

Å for DPC). An estimation of the micelle core diameter can be obtained from the scattering 

intensity second maximum [16] (q ~ 0.16 Å-1 for SDS and 0.18 Å-1 for DPC) correlated with 

the micelle core radius obtained from the inflection point on the (P(r)) [17]. 

http://www.synchrotron-soleil.fr/Recherche/LignesLumiere/SWING
http://www.synchrotron-soleil.fr/Recherche/LignesLumiere/SWING
https://www.embl-hamburg.de/biosaxs/gnom.html
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Finally, the absolute SAXS intensities of SDS at 6.25 g.L-1 and DPC at 5 g.L-1 were fitted 

(Fig. 4B) using the program SasView 5.0.4 (https://www.sasview.org/) that allows to 

describe mathematically a geometrical model of the surfactant assemblies.  Here, a two-

axial core-shell ellipsoid was chosen as model of surfactant micelles with parameters 

described in Fig. 4A and listed in Table 2. From the equatorial and polar core radii (Req, 

Rpo) and the shell thickness (Tsh), the volumes of the hydrophobic core (Vcore) and the 

hydrophilic shell (Vshell) were calculated and the model-based aggregation number 

(Na_mod) of the surfactant micelles and the number of water molecules per surfactant head 

(NH2O) deduced, by using the following formulas: 

Vcore = (4/3).R2
eq.Rpo 

Vshell = (4/3).(Req+Tsh)2.(Rpo+Tsh)- (4/3).R2
eq.Rpo 

Na_mod = Vcore /Vtail 

NH2O = ((Vshell /Na) – Vhead) /VH2O 
 
From the ellipsoid core-shell model, a maximum dimension can be calculated as equal to 

2.(Rpo +Tsh). 
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